Abstract-Hardware speculative execution schemes such as hardware transactional memory (HTM) enjoy low run-time overheads but suffer from limited concurrency because they rely on reads and writes to detect conflicts. By contrast, software speculation schemes can exploit semantic knowledge of concurrent operations to reduce conflicts. In particular, they often exploit that many operations on shared data, like insertions into sets, are semantically commutative: they produce semantically equivalent results when reordered. However, software techniques often incur unacceptable run-time overheads.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many software and hardware techniques, such as transactional memory (TM) or speculative multithreading, rely on speculative execution to parallelize programs with atomic regions. Multiple atomic regions are executed concurrently, and a conflict detection technique flags potentially unsafe interleavings of memory accesses (e.g., in TM, those that may violate serializability). Upon a conflict, one or more regions are rolled back and reexecuted to preserve correctness.
Ideally, conflict detection should (1) be precise, i.e., allow as many safe interleavings as possible to maximize concurrency, and (2) incur minimal run-time costs. Software and hardware conflict detection techniques satisfy either of these properties but sacrifice the other: software techniques can leverage program semantics to be highly precise, but they incur high runtime overheads (e.g., 2-6× in software TM [10] ); meanwhile, hardware techniques incur small overheads, but are imprecise because they rely on reads and writes to detect conflicts.
In particular, software conflict detection techniques often leverage semantic commutativity of transactional operations to reduce conflicts. Two operations are semantically commutative when reordering them produces results that are semantically equivalent, even if the concrete resulting states are different.
Semantically commutative operations executed in concurrent transactions need not conflict. For example, consider two consecutive insertions of different values a and b to a set s implemented as a linked list. If s.insert(a) and s.insert(b) are reordered, the concrete representation of these elements in set s will be different (either a or b will be in front). However, since the order of elements in s does not matter (a set is an unordered data structure), both representations are semantically equivalent. Therefore, insertions into sets commute. Software techniques can leverage such semantic commutativity to perform set insertions concurrently instead of serializing them. Semantic commutativity is common in other contexts beyond this simple example [13, 25, 34, 41] . Semantic commutativity was first exploited in the 1980s [51] , and is now common in databases [6, 34] , and parallelizing compilers and runtimes [25, 36, 41] (Sec. II).
By contrast, hardware conflict detection schemes do not exploit commutativity. The key reason is that hardware schemes leverage the coherence protocol to detect conflicts cheaply, and current protocols only support reads and writes. For instance, in the example above, concurrent transactions that insert into the same set conflict because they read and write the set's head pointer, and are serialized. This lack of precision can significantly limit concurrency, to the point that prior work finds that commutativity-aware software TM (STM) outperforms hardware TM (HTM) despite its higher overheads [25, 26] .
To solve this dichotomy, we present COMMTM, a commutativity-aware HTM (Sec. III). COMMTM extends the coherence protocol with a reducible state. Lines in this state must be tagged with a user-defined label. Multiple caches can hold a given line in the reducible state with the same label, and transactions can implement commutative operations through labeled loads and stores that keep the line in the reducible state. These commutative operations proceed concurrently, without triggering conflicts or incurring any communication. A noncommutative operation (e.g., a conventional load or store) triggers a user-defined reduction that merges the different cache lines and may abort transactions with outstanding reducible updates. For instance, in the example above, multiple transactions can perform concurrent insert operations by acquiring the set's descriptor in insert-only mode and appending elements to their local linked lists. A normal read triggers an insert-reduction that merges the local linked lists.
COMMTM bears interesting parallels to prior commutativity-978-1-5090-3508-3/16/$31.00 c 2016 IEEE aware STMs. There is a wide spectrum of STM conflict detection schemes that trade precision for additional overheads. Similarly, we explore several variants of COMMTM that trade precision for hardware complexity. First, we present a basic version of COMMTM (Sec. III) that achieves the same precision as software semantic locking [25, 51] . We then extend COMMTM with gather requests (Sec. IV), which allow software to redistribute reducible data among caches, achieving much higher concurrency in important use cases. We evaluate COMMTM with microbenchmarks (Sec. VI) and full TM applications (Sec. VII). Microbenchmarks show that COMMTM scales on a variety of commutative operations that allow no concurrency in conventional HTMs, such as set insertions, reference counting, ordered puts, and top-K insertions. At 128 cores, COMMTM improves full-application performance by up to 3.4×, lowers private cache misses by up to 45%, and reduces or even eliminates transaction aborts.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Semantic Commutativity
Semantic commutativity is frequently used in software conflict detection schemes [20, 25, 26, 34, 36, 40, 51] . Most work in this area focuses on techniques that reason about operations to abstract data types. Not all commutativity-aware conflict detection schemes are equally precise: simple and general techniques, like semantic locking [25, 40, 51] , flag some commutative operations as conflicts, while more sophisticated schemes, like gatekeepers [25] , incur fewer conflicts but have higher overheads and are often specific to particular patterns.
In this work we focus on semantic locking [40, 51] , also known as abstract locking. Semantic locking generalizes readwrite locking schemes (e.g., two-phase locking): transactions can acquire a lock protecting a particular object in one of a number of modes; multiple semantically-commutative methods acquire the lock in a compatible mode and proceed concurrently. Semantic locking requires additional synchronization on the actual accesses to shared data, e.g., logging or reductions.
COMMTM allows at least as much concurrency as semantic locking, with the added benefit of reducing communication by using caches to buffer and coalesce commutative updates. With gather requests (Sec. IV), COMMTM allows more concurrency than semantic locking.
B. Commutativity-Aware Cache Coherence
Unlike software conflict detection schemes, hardware schemes detect conflicts using read-write dependences. The reason is that they rely on the coherence protocol, which operates in terms of reads and writes. Recently, Coup [54] has shown that the coherence protocol can be extended to support local and concurrent commutative updates. Coup allows multiple caches to simultaneously hold update-only permission to the same cache line. Caches with update-only permission can buffer commutative updates (e.g., additions or bit-wise operations), but cannot satisfy read requests. Upon a read request, Coup reduces the partial updates buffered in private caches to produce the final value.
Like Coup, COMMTM modifies the coherence protocol to support a new state that does not trigger coherence actions on updates, avoiding conflicts. However, Coup does not work in a transactional context (only for single-instruction updates) and is restricted to a small set of strictly commutative operations, i.e., those that produce the same bit pattern when reordered. Instead, COMMTM supports the broader range of multi-instruction, semantically commutative operations. Moreover, COMMTM shows that there is a symbiotic relationship between semantic commutativity and speculative execution: COMMTM relies on transactions to make commutative multi-instruction sequences atomic, so semantic commutativity would be hard to exploit without speculative execution; and COMMTM accelerates speculative execution much more than Coup does singleinstruction commutative updates, since apart from reducing communication, COMMTM avoids conflicts.
III. COMMTM
We now present the COMMTM commutativity-aware HTM. COMMTM extends the coherence protocol and conflict detection scheme to allow multiple private caches to simultaneously hold data in a user-defined reducible state. Transactions can use labeled memory operations to read and update these private, reducible lines locally without triggering conflicts. When another transaction issues an operation that does not commute given the current reducible state and label (i.e., a normal load or store or a labeled operation with a different label), COMMTM transparently performs a user-defined reduction before serving the data. This approach preserves transactional guarantees: semantically-commutative operations proceed concurrently to improve performance, but non-commutative operations cannot observe reducible lines with partial updates.
We first introduce COMMTM's programming interface and ISA. We then present a concrete COMMTM implementation that extends an eager-lazy HTM baseline. Finally, we show how to generalize COMMTM to support other HTM designs.
A. CommTM Programming Interface and ISA
COMMTM requires simple program changes to exploit commutativity: defining a reducible state to avoid conflicts among commutative operations, using labeled memory accesses to perform each commutative operation within a transaction, and implementing user-defined reduction handlers to merge partial updates to the data.
In this section, we use a very simple example to introduce COMMTM's API: concurrent increments to a shared counter. Counter increments are both strictly and semantically commutative; we later show how COMMTM also supports more involved operations that are semantically commutative but not strictly commutative, such as top-K insertions. Fig. 1 Unlike commutative operations done through labeled loads and stores, reduction handlers are not transactional. Moreover, to ease COMMTM's implementation, we restrict the types of accesses that reduction handlers can make. Specifically, while handlers can access arbitrary data with read-only and exclusive permissions, they should not trigger additional reductions (i.e., they cannot access other lines in reducible state). Arbitrary object sizes: COMMTM operates at cache-line granularity, so smaller or larger objects need additional conventions.
To support objects smaller than a cache line, COMMTM requires data to be aligned to object-size boundaries. For example, each 64-byte line can hold up to 8 8-byte counters, each aligned at a 8-byte boundary. Because a reduction of arbitrary data with the identity value leaves the data unchanged, padding is unnecessary. Reduction handlers simply assume that lines are full of aligned values, and reduce all data in the line. For example, the reduction handler above tries to reduce all 8 possible counters; if the line has only one counter, data surrounding the counter will be reduced with identity elements (zeros) and will remain unchanged.
To support objects larger than a cache line, COMMTM relies on indirection, using the reducible cache line to hold pointers to the object's partial updates. As we will see in Sec. VI, this naturally arises with data structures like sets or linked lists.
B. CommTM Implementation
B.1. Eager-Lazy HTM Baseline
To make our discussion concrete, we present COMMTM in the context of a specific HTM baseline. This HTM uses eager conflict detection and lazy (buffer-based) version management, as in LTM [4] and Intel's TSX [53] . We assume a multicore system with per-core private L1s and L2s, and a shared L3, as shown in Fig. 2 . Cores buffer speculatively-updated data in the L1 cache; the L2 has non-speculative data only. Evicting speculatively-accessed data from the L1 causes the transaction to abort. The HTM uses the coherence protocol to detect conflicts eagerly. Transactions are timestamped, and timestamps are used for conflict resolution [30] : on a conflict, the earlier transaction wins, and aborted transactions use randomized backoff to avoid livelock. This conflict resolution scheme frees eager-lazy HTMs from common pathologies [9] .
B.2. Coherence protocol
COMMTM extends the coherence protocol with an additional state, user-defined reducible (U). For example, Fig. 3 shows how COMMTM extends MSI with the U state. Lines enter U in response to labeled loads and stores, and leave U through reductions. Each U-state line is labeled with the type of reducible data it contains (e.g., ADD). Lines in U can satisfy loads and stores whose label matches the line's.
Other states in the original protocol retain similar functionality. For example, in Fig. 3 , M can satisfy all memory requests (conventional and labeled), S can only satisfy conventional loads, and I cannot satisfy any requests. In the rest of the section we will show how lines transition among these states.
COMMTM's U state is similar to Coup's update-only state [54] . However, COMMTM requires substantially different support from Coup in nearly all other aspects: whereas Coup requires new update-only instructions for each commutative operation, COMMTM allows programs to implement arbitrary commutative operations, exploiting transactional memory to make them atomic; whereas Coup implements fixed-function reduction units, COMMTM allows arbitrary reduction functions; and whereas Coup focuses on reducing communication in a nontransactional context, COMMTM reduces both transactional conflicts and communication.
B.3. Transactional Execution
Labeled memory operations within transactions cause lines to enter the U state. We first discuss how state transitions work in the absence of transactional conflicts, then explain how conflict detection handles U-state lines.
On a labeled request to a line with invalid or read-only permissions, the cache issues a GETU request and receives the line in U. There are five possible cases: 1) If no other private cache has the line, the directory serves the data directly, as shown in Fig. 4a . 2) If there are one or more sharers in S, the directory invalidates them, then serves the data. 3) If there are one or more sharers in U with a different label from the request's, the directory asks them to forward the data to the requesting core, which performs a reduction to produce the data. Reductions are discussed in Sec. III-B4. L1 tag bits record whether the line is speculatively read or written (using the state and label to infer whether from labeled or unlabeled instructions). Upon commit, spec-R/W bits are reset to zero. Before being written by another transaction, dirty U-state lines are written back to the L2. 4 ) If there are one or more sharers in U with the same label, the directory grants U permission, but does not serve any data. 5) If there is an exclusive sharer in M, the directory downgrades that line to U and grants U to the requester without serving any data, as shown in Fig. 4b . In cases 1-3, the requester receives both U permission and the data; in cases 4 and 5, the requester does not receive any data, and instead initializes its local line with user-defined identity elements (e.g., zeros for ADD). Labeled operations must be aware that data may be scattered across multiple caches. In all cases, COMMTM preserves a key invariant: reducing the private versions of the line produces the right value. Speculative value management: Value management for lines in U that are modified is nearly identical to that of lines in M. Fig. 5 shows how a line in U is read, modified, and, in the absence of conflicts, committed: 1 Both normal and labeled writes are buffered in the L1 cache, and non-speculative values are stored in the private L2. 2 When the transaction commits, all dirty lines in the L1 are marked non-speculative. 3 Before a dirty line in the L1 is speculatively written by a new transaction, its value is forwarded to the L2. Thus, if the transaction is aborted, its speculative updates to data in both M and U can be safely discarded, as the L2 contains the correct value. Conflict detection and resolution: COMMTM leverages the coherence protocol to detect conflicts. In our baseline, conflicts are triggered by invalidation and downgrade requests to lines read or modified by the current transaction (i.e., lines in the transaction's read-or write-sets). Similarly, in COMMTM, invalidations to lines that have received a labeled operation from the current transaction trigger a conflict. We call this set of lines the transaction's labeled set. We leverage the existing L1 status bits to track the labeled set, as shown in Fig. 5 .
COMMTM is orthogonal to the conflict resolution protocol. We leverage the timestamp-based approach of our baseline HTM: each transaction is assigned a unique timestamp that is included in all memory requests. On an invalidation to a line in the transaction's read, write, or labeled set, the core compares its transaction's timestamp and the requester's. If the receiving transaction is younger (i.e., has a higher timestamp), it honors the invalidation request and aborts; if it is older than the requester, it replies with a NACK, which causes the requester to abort. Fig. 6 shows both cases for a line in the labeled set.
B.4. Reductions
COMMTM performs reductions transparently to satisfy noncommutative requests. There is a wide range of implementation choices for reductions, as well as important considerations for deadlock avoidance.
We choose to perform each reduction at the core that issues the reduction-triggering request. Specifically, each core features a shadow hardware thread dedicated to perform reductions. Each core has a small (e.g., 2-entry) buffer to hold lines waiting to be reduced. The head entry of the buffer is memory-mapped to a fixed physical page, and this page is mapped (read-only) to the shadow thread's address space. Fig. 7 shows the steps of a reduction: 1 When the directory receives a reductiontriggering request, it sends invalidation requests to all the cores with U-state permissions. 2 Each of the cores receiving the invalidation forwards the line to the requester. 3 When each forwarded line arrives at the requester, the shadow thread runs the reduction handler, which merges it with the current line (if the requester does not have the line in U yet, it transitions to U on the first forwarded line it receives). 4 After all lines have been received and reduced, the requester transitions to M, 4 notifies the directory, and 5 serves the original request.
Dedicating a hardware thread to reductions ensures that they are performed quickly, but adds implementation cost. Alternatively, COMMTM could perform reductions by interrupting the requesting thread, e.g., through user-level interrupts [28, 44, 52] . Because reductions are not transactional, this would require implementing transaction pause/unpause [31, 55] .
NACKed reductions: When a reduction happens to a line that has been speculatively updated by a transaction, the core receiving the invalidation may NACK the request, as shown in Fig. 6b . In this case, the requesting core still reduces the values it receives, but aborts its transaction afterwards, retaining its data in the U state. When reexecuted, the transaction will retry the reduction, and will eventually succeed thanks to timestampbased conflict resolution.
For simplicity, non-speculative requests have no timestamp and cannot be NACKed. Finally, even though the request they seek to serve may come from a transaction, reductions are not speculative: reduction handlers always operate on nonspeculative data and have no atomicity guarantees. Transactional reductions would be more complex, and they are unnecessary in all the use cases we study (Secs. VI and VII). Deadlock avoidance: Because the memory request that triggers the reduction blocks until the reduction is done, and reduction handlers may themselves issue memory accesses, there are subtle corner cases that may lead to deadlock and must be addressed. First, as mentioned in Sec. III-A, we enforce that reduction handlers cannot trigger reductions themselves (this restriction is easy to satisfy in all the reduction handlers we study). Second, to prevent reductions from causing protocol deadlocks, we dedicate an extra virtual network for forwarded U-state data. This adds moderate buffering requirements to on-chip network routers [35] , which must already support 3-6 virtual networks in conventional protocols [7, 33, 46] . Third, we reserve a way in all cache levels for data with permissions other than U. Misses from reductions always fill data in that way, which ensures that they will not evict data in U, which would necessitate a reduction.
With these provisos, memory accesses caused by reductions cannot cause a cyclic dependence with the access they are blocking, avoiding deadlock. Note that both the corner cases and the deadlock-avoidance strategies we adopt are similar to those in architectures that support active messages, where these topics are well studied [2, 28, 44, 50] (a forward response triggered by a reduction is similar to an active message).
Handling unlabeled operations to speculatively-modified labeled data: Finally, COMMTM must handle a transaction that accesses the same data through labeled and unlabeled operations (e.g., it first adds a value to a shared counter, and then reads it). Suppose that an unlabeled access to data in U causes a reduction (i.e., if the core's U-state line was not the only one in the system). If the data was speculatively modified by our own transaction, we cannot simply incorporate this data to the reduction, as the transaction may abort, leaving COMMTM unable to reconstruct the non-speculative value of the data. For simplicity, in this case we abort the transaction and perform the reduction with the non-speculative state, re-fetched from the core's L2. When restarted, labeled loads and stores are performed as conventional loads and stores, so the transaction does not encounter this case again. Though we could avoid this abort through more sophisticated schemes (e.g., performing speculative and non-speculative reductions), we do not observe this behavior in any of our use cases.
B.5. Evictions
Evictions of lines in U from private caches are handled as follows: if no other private caches have U permissions for the line apart from the one that initiates the eviction, the directory treats this as a normal dirty writeback. When there are other sharers, the directory forwards the data to one of the sharers, chosen at random, which reduces it with its local line.
If the chosen core is performing a transaction that touches this data, for simplicity, the transaction is aborted.
Finally, evictions of lines in U from the shared cache cause a reduction at one of the cores sharing the line. Since the last-level cache is inclusive, this eviction aborts all transactions that have accessed the line.
C. Putting it all Together: Overheads
In summary, our COMMTM implementation introduces moderate hardware overheads:
• Labeled load and store instructions in ISA and cores.
• Cache at all levels need to store per-tag label bits. Supporting eight labels requires 3 bits/line, introducing 0.6% area overhead for caches with 64-byte lines.
• Extended coherence protocol and cache controllers. While we have not verified COMMTM's protocol extensions, they are similar to Coup's, which has reasonable verification complexity (by merging S and U, Coup requires no extra stable states and only 1-5 transient states [54] ).
• One extra virtual network for forwarded U data, which adds few KBs of router buffers across the system [15] .
• One shadow hardware thread per core to perform reductions.
In principle, this is the most expensive addition (an extra thread increases core area by about 5% [22] ). However, commercial processors already support multiple hardware threads, and the shadow thread can be used as a normal thread if the application does not benefit from COMMTM.
D. Generalizing CommTM
COMMTM can be applied to other contexts beyond our particular implementation. Other protocols: While we have used MSI for simplicity, COMMTM can easily extend other invalidation-based protocols, such as MESI or MOESI, with the U state [54] . In fact, we use and extend MESI in our evaluation. Virtualizing labels: Large applications with many data types may have more semantically-commutative operations than hardware has labels. With moderate toolchain support, programmers should be able to define and use as many commutative operations as they need. At link time, the linker can map these operations to a small number of labels. Multiple operations may share the same label under two conditions. First, it should not be possible for both commutative operations to access the same data. There are many cases where this is naturally guaranteed, for instance, on operations on different types (e.g., insertions into sets and lists). Second, U-state lines need to have enough information (e.g., the data structure's type) to allow reduction handlers to perform the right operation. If too many labels are still needed, it is always safe to turn labeled loads and stores into unlabeled ones (e.g., using profile-guided optimization to preserve the most profitable labels). Lazy conflict detection: While we focus on eager conflict detection, COMMTM applies to HTMs with lazy (committime) conflict detection, such as TCC [12, 19] or Bulk [11, 37] . This would simply require acquiring lines in S or U without restrictions (triggering non-speculative reductions if needed, but without flagging conflicts), buffering speculative updates (both commutative and non-commutative), and making them public when the transaction commits. Commits would then abort all executing transactions with non-commutative updates. For example, a transaction that triggers a reduction and then commits would abort all transactions that accessed the line Fig. 8 . Gather requests collect and reduce U-state data from other caches. In this example, core 2 issues a gather request to satisfy a decrement operation. User-defined splitters at other cores donate part of their local deltas to core 2. For instance, core 3 splits its initial value, 16, into 12, which it retains, and 4, which it donates. while in U, but transactions that read and update the line while in U would not abort each other. Other contexts: COMMTM's techniques could be used in contexts beyond TM that require speculative execution of atomic regions, such as architectural support for implicit parallelism [18, 24, 49] or deterministic multithreading [17] .
E. CommTM vs Semantic Locking
Just as eager conflict detection is the hardware counterpart to two-phase locking [5, 21] , COMMTM as described so far is the hardware counterpart to semantic locking (Sec. II-A). In semantic locking, each lock has a number of modes, and transactions try to acquire the lock in a given mode. Multiple transactions can acquire the lock in the same mode, accessing and updating the data it protects concurrently [25] (with some other synchronization to arbitrate low-level accesses, e.g., logging updates and performing reductions later). An attempt to acquire the lock in a different mode triggers a conflict. Each label in COMMTM can be seen as a lock mode, and just like reads and writes implicitly acquire read and write locks to lines, labeled accesses implicitly acquire locks in the mode specified by their label, triggering conflicts if needed. Besides reducing conflicts, COMMTM also reduces communication by buffering commutative updates in private caches.
IV. AVOIDING NEEDLESS REDUCTIONS WITH GATHER REQUESTS
While semantic locking is general, not all commutative operations are amenable to semantic locking, and more sophisticated conflict detectors allow more operations to commute [25] .
Similarly, we now extend COMMTM to allow more concurrency than semantic locking. The key idea is that many operations are conditionally commutative: they only commute when the reducible data they operate on meets some conditions. With COMMTM as presented so far, these conditions require normal reads, resulting in frequent reductions that limit concurrency. To solve this problem, we introduce gather requests, which allow moving partial updates to the same data across different private caches without leaving the reducible state. Motivation: Consider a bounded non-negative counter that supports increment and decrement operations. increment always succeeds, but decrement fails when the initial value of the counter is already zero. increment always commutes, but decrement commutes only if the counter has a positive value. Bounded counters have many use cases, such as reference counting and resizable data structures.
In COMMTM, we can exploit the fact that if the local value is positive, the global value must be positive. In this case, decrement can safely decrement the local value. However, if the local value is zero, decrement must perform a reduction to check whether the value has reached zero, as shown in this implementation: With frequent decrements, reductions will serialize execution even when the actual value of the counter is far greater than zero. Gather requests avoid this by allowing programs to observe partial updates in other caches and redistribute them without leaving U. Gather requests: Fig. 8 depicts the steps of a gather request in detail. Gather requests are initiated by a new instruction, load gather, which is similar to a labeled load. If the requester's line is in U, load gather issues a gather request to the directory and reduces forwarded data from other sharers before returning the value.
The directory forwards the gather request to each (U-state) sharer. The core executes a user-defined splitter, a function analogous to a reduction handler that inspects its local value and sends a part of it to the requester. In our implementation, the directory forwards the number of sharers in gather requests, which splitters can use to rebalance the data appropriately.
Splitters reuse all the machinery of reduction handlers: they run on the shadow thread, are non-speculative, and split requests may trigger conflicts if their address was speculatively accessed.
Our bounded counter example can use gather requests as follows. First, we modify the decrement operation to use Fig. 8 shows how a gather request rebalances counter values and allows a decrement operation to proceed while maintaining lines in U. Note how, after the gather request, the requester's local value (9) allows it to perform successive decrements locally. In general, we observe that, although gather requests incur global traffic and may cause conflicts, they are rare, so their cost is amortized across multiple operations.
There are many ways to make gather operations more expressive. For example, we could enhance load gather to query a subset of sharers, or to provide user-defined arguments to splitters. However, we have not found a need for these mechanisms for the operations we evaluate. We leave an indepth exploration of these and other mechanisms to enhance COMMTM's precision to future work.
V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We perform microarchitectural, execution-driven simulation using zsim [43] . We evaluate a 16-tile chip with 128 simple cores and a three-level memory hierarchy, shown in Fig. 2 , with parameters given in Table I . Each core has private L1s and a private L2, and all cores share a banked L3 cache with an in-cache directory.
We compare the baseline HTM and COMMTM. Both HTMs use Intel TSX [53] as the programming interface, but do not use the software fallback path, which the conflict resolution protocol makes unnecessary. We add encodings for labeled load, labeled store, and load gather, with labels embedded in the instructions.
We evaluate COMMTM under microbenchmarks (Sec. VI) and full TM applications (Sec. VII). We run each benchmark to completion, and report results for its parallel region. To achieve statistically significant results, we introduce small amounts of non-determinism [3] , and perform enough runs to achieve 95% confidence intervals ≤ 1% on all results.
VI. COMMTM ON MICROBENCHMARKS
We use microbenchmarks to explore COMMTM's capabilities and its impact on update-heavy operations. Counter increments: In this microbenchmark, threads perform 10 million increments to a single counter, implemented as presented in Sec. III. Fig. 9 shows that COMMTM achieves linear scalability, while the baseline HTM serializes all transactions. While counters are our simplest use case, prior work reports that counter updates are a major cause of aborts in real applications [14, 42] . Reference counting: We implement a reference counter using the non-negative bounded counter described in Sec. IV, with and without gather requests. Threads acquire and release 1 million references in total, incrementing and decrementing 16 counters. Each thread starts with three references to each object and holds up to ten references. On every iteration, a thread selects a random object and increments or decrements its reference count probabilistically. The probability to increment the counter decreases linearly with the number of references the thread holds to the object, from 1.0 with no references to 0.0 with 10 references. Fig. 10 shows that COMMTM without gather requests provides some speedup over the baseline TM with a few threads, but frequent reductions caused by threads having zero in their U-state line result in serialized transactions. By contrast, COMMTM with gather requests scales to 39× at 128 threads. The sub-linear scalability is due to more frequent gather requests and splits at high thread counts. Linked lists: In this microbenchmark, threads enqueue and dequeue elements from a singly-linked list. When order is unimportant (e.g., if the list is used as a set, a hash table bucket, or a work-sharing queue), these operations are semantically (but not strictly) commutative. Fig. 11a shows how COMMTM makes these operations concurrent. Only the descriptor of a linked list, which contains its head and tail pointers, is accessed with labeled loads and stores (accesses to elements use normal loads and stores). This way, threads enqueue/dequeue elements to their local, reducible linked-list descriptors. Fig. 11a shows how the user-defined reduction handler merges two linkedlist descriptors. Dequeues use load gather if their local descriptor is empty, and each splitter donates the head element of its local list, as shown in Fig. 11b . Fig. 12 compares the baseline HTM and COMMTM. In the baseline HTM, to avoid false sharing, head and tail pointers are allocated on different cache lines. Threads perform 10 million operations: all enqueues in Fig. 12a , or 50% enqueues and 50% dequeues (randomly interleaved) in Fig. 12b . The baseline HTM scales poorly in both cases, while COMMTM scales nearlinearly on enqueues, and by 55× on mixed enqueues/dequeues (limited again by frequent gathers). Ordered puts: Ordered puts or priority updates are frequent in databases [34] and are key in challenging parallel algorithms [47] . This semantically-commutative operation replaces an existing key-value pair with a new input pair if the new pair has a lower key. In COMMTM, we simply access the key-value pair with a labeled accesses, and define a reduction handler that merges key-value pairs by keeping the lowest one. Threads perform 10 million ordered puts using randomly-generated 64-bit keys and values. These fit within a cache line, but arbitrarily large key-value pairs are possible by using indirection (i.e., keeping pointers to the key and value in the reducible line). Fig. 13 shows that COMMTM scales near-linearly, while the baseline is 3.8× slower (in this case, the baseline scales to 31× because only smaller keys cause conflicting writes). Top-K sets: A top-K set, common in databases, retains the K highest elements of a set [34] . We implement top-K sets similarly to linked lists: a descriptor contains a pointer to the top-K data (stored as a heap), and only the accesses to the descriptor use labeled loads and stores. Threads build up local top-K heaps, and reads trigger a reduction that merges all local heaps, as shown in Fig. 15 . Fig. 14 shows the performance of inserting 10 million elements to a top-1000 set. While the baseline HTM suffers significant serialization introduced by unnecessary read-write dependencies, COMMTM scales top-K set insertions linearly, yielding a 124× speedup at 128 threads.
VII. COMMTM ON FULL APPLICATIONS
We evaluate COMMTM on five TM benchmarks: boruvka [25] , which we implement from scratch, and genome, kmeans, ssca2, and vacation, which we adapt from STAMP [29] . Table II details their input sets and main characteristics. boruvka computes the minimum spanning tree of a graph. It utilizes several commutative operations: OPUT to record the minimum-weight edges connecting separate graph components, MIN to union two components, MAX to mark edges added to the minimum spanning tree, and ADD to calculate the weight of the resulting tree. kmeans performs commutative additions to shared cluster centroids. ssca2 spends little time in commutative updates to shared, global graph metadata. Like Blundell el al. [8] , we compile genome and vacation with resizable hash tables, which use conditionally-commutative updates to a bounded counter to determine when to resize. Fig. 16 compares the performance and scalability of COMMTM and the baseline HTM. Each graph shows the speedups of the baseline HTM and COMMTM for a single application from 1 to 128 threads (x-axis). As before, all speedups are relative to the single-thread runtime in the baseline 
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CommTM Baseline HTM. Fig. 16 shows that COMMTM always outperforms the baseline HTM, often significantly. At 128 threads, COMMTM outperforms the baseline by 35% on boruvka, 3.4× on kmeans, 0.2% on ssca2, 3.0× on genome, and 45% on vacation. Moreover, the gap between the baseline HTM and COMMTM often widens as the number of threads grows. COMMTM is especially beneficial on update-heavy applications. For instance, kmeans introduces a large number of commutative updates within transactions. With conventional HTMs, these updates must be serialized. Thus, as the number of threads increases, serialized updates bottleneck the whole application. By contrast, COMMTM makes these updates local and concurrent, achieving significant speedup. COMMTM yields negligible improvements on applications that update shared data rarely, like ssca2. to the baseline's at 8 threads. Lower bars are better. Fig. 17 shows that COMMTM substantially reduces wasted transactional cycles. At 128 threads, COMMTM reduces wasted cycles over the baseline by 25× on kmeans, 6.6% on ssca2, 8.3× on genome, and 2.6× on vacation. In boruvka, COMMTM eliminates all wasted transactional cycles. Fig. 17 also explains why COMMTM barely helps ssca2: contention is rare and therefore only a small fraction of cycles are spent on aborted transactions. Fig. 18 further details the cause of wasted cycles. In the baseline HTM, wasted cycles are almost always caused by read-after-write dependency violations. For applications with ample semantic commutativity, such as boruvka and kmeans, most of these dependencies are superfluous and COMMTM avoids them entirely.
Beyond improving concurrency, COMMTM also reduces traffic, as applications with significant data reuse benefit substantially from buffering updates in private caches. Fig. 19 shows the breakdown of GET requests between the L2s and L3 for boruvka and kmeans, the two applications with a significant reduction in traffic. At 128 threads, COMMTM reduces L3 GET requests by 13% on boruvka and 45% on kmeans. This also explains why non-transactional cycles are lower in Fig. 17 (15% lower on boruvka and 48% on kmeans).
Finally, though COMMTM improves performance significantly, labeled memory operations are relatively rare. At 128 threads, the fraction of all labeled instructions, including loads, stores, and gathers, over all executed instructions are 0.13% on boruvka, 1.2% on kmeans, 5.9 · 10 −7 on ssca2, 0.042% on genome, and 0.057% on vacation. Though rare, their impact is substantial: on conventional HTMs, these operations cause conflicts that abort whole transactions, which include many other instructions, wasting a large amount of work.
VIII. ADDITIONAL RELATED WORK
Prior work in HTM has proposed a wide set of techniques to reduce the number of conflicts and their impact. These techniques are orthogonal to COMMTM, as they do not leverage commutativity, and detect conflicts through reads and writes.
Several HTMs, such as DATM [39] , SONTM [5] , Wait-nGoTM [23] , and OmniOrder [38] , reduce aborts by letting transactions continue execution after they conflict and trying to commit them in the order imposed by the data dependence that caused the conflict. These designs improve performance when dependences are acyclic, but semantically-commutative updates often consist of read-modify-write chains that cause cyclic dependencies, which conflict-serializable HTMs must treat as conflicts. However, COMMTM avoids these conflicts. SI-TM [27] relaxes serializability and implements snapshot isolation, which only flags write-write dependences as conflicts. SI-TM, like other schemes that weaken serializability [1, 48] , can allow more concurrency on reads and writes to the same data but requires programs to be rewritten to work under a less intuitive concurrency model. SI-TM also relies on an expensive multiversioned main memory. Finally, SI-TM also cannot handle conflicting read-modify-write operations, which cause write-write conflicts (e.g., unlike COMMTM, SI-TM bottlenecks on kmeans [27] ).
Other techniques focus on reducing the cost of mispeculation. ReSlice [45] reexecutes only the conflicting load and its dependent instructions, and RetCon [8] performs symbolic reexecution of simple, conflicting auxiliary updates (e.g., updates to shared counters that are not used elsewhere in the transaction). Unlike these schemes, COMMTM does not trigger conflicts to begin with, avoiding superfluous communication and serialization. COMMTM is also much cheaper than ReSlice and allows a broader range of non-peripheral operations than RetCon, such as enqueues and top-K insertions.
Finally, open-nested transactions [31, 32] can provide some of the benefits of commutativity. Unlike conventional (closed) nested transactions, which remain speculative until their parent commits, open-nested transactions commit when they end, and specify an abort handler to undo their effects if their parent later aborts. Open-nested transactions make their parents less vulnerable, but they still suffer from conflicts and serialization. By contrast, COMMTM supports concurrent and communication-free updates to the same data. Moreover, open nesting is practical only when operations are easy to undo, which is not always the case (e.g., top-K in Sec. VI).
IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented COMMTM, an HTM that exploits semantic commutativity to avoid conflicts that limit scalability in prior HTMs. COMMTM extends the coherence protocol and conflict detection scheme to allow multiple cores to perform user-defined commutative operations concurrently and without conflicts. COMMTM preserves transactional guarantees: COMMTM triggers reductions when non-commutative operations access the same data as commutative ones, so they never observe any partial state. COMMTM's basic scheme allows as much concurrency as semantic locking. Gather requests allow COMMTM to reduce conflicts even further.
We have shown that COMMTM bridges the precisionoverhead dichotomy of hardware vs software conflict detection: COMMTM scales many operations that serialize in conventional HTMs, such as set insertions, reference counting, and top-K insertions, while retaining the low overhead of HTMs. As a result, at 128 cores, COMMTM outperforms an eager-lazy HTM by up to 3.4× and reduces or even eliminates aborts.
Finally, beyond our specific implementation, a key contribution of our work is to recognize that hardware speculation can also benefit from conflict-detection techniques that have traditionally been considered software-only. Prior work has developed a rich set of conflict detectors that go beyond COMMTM's current capabilities. It would be interesting to see how many of these techniques can also be easily adapted by hardware. We leave this exploration to future work.
